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This website uses cookies to improve your experience as you navigate the website. From these cookies, the cookies categorized as necessary are stored in your browser, as they are essential for the functioning of the basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies to help us analyze and understand this website.
These cookies are only stored in your browser with your consent. You can also unsubscribe from these cookies. But disabling some of these cookies can affect your browsing experience. I'm trying to teach myself Spanish, and at the moment I'm combing through the absolutely endless sources on the Internet. I benge Duolingo, and I like
the notes in Spanish podcast with Ben and Marina. I saw that they offered all their materials (transcripts, worksheets, grammar review) on the site for 200 euros. Has anyone used their materials other than the podcasts (which are useful but somehow unstructured for an absolute beginner)? Would it be worth it? Thank you! Ben and Marina
bring you real conversations and natural language so you can start speaking Spanish that you will never find in a textbook. With over 100 Spanish podcasts with the popular Intermediate and Advanced series, the Inspired Beginners podcasts are for motivated learners who want to sound like professionals! For detailed information about
the notesinspanish.com and their worksheets, see notesinspanish.com. NIS Beginners 030 - Horarios Today we take a look at timetables in Spain and the UK and more cool Spanish phrases as always! See NotesinSpanish.com to pick up the accompanying transcript/worksheet and sign up for our free newsletter and report. NIS
Beginners 029 - Shopping and money We consider useful vocabulary and phrases for shopping and money, and have a real Spanish conversation about changing shopping habits in Spain. See NotesinSpanish.com to pick up the accompanying transcript/worksheet. NIS Beginner 028 - Para It's Para Time! In the last episode we tackled
Por, and this time we cover his partner in crime, Para. See NotesinSpanish.com to the accompanying transcript/worksheet with a complete list of all uses of Para. NIS Beginners 027 - Por y Para 1: Por It's Por and Para time to pick up! In this episode, we'll start with a full overview of Por. See NotesinSpanish.com to get the accompanying
transcript/worksheet, including all important grammar grades for Por. NIS Beginners 026 - La Musica Lots of Spanish vocabulary and phrases for music today and a glimpse into Marina's musical taste in days gone by! See NotesinSpanish.com to pick up the accompanying transcript/worksheet. NIS Beginners 025 - Robo en Valencia and
Marina introduce the Past Perfect suspense and talk about a terrible event in Valencia. For more information, see notesinspanish.com to pick up its worksheet. Great podcast to improve your Spanish skills Excellent podcasts for beginners who take Spanish lessons. It's fun, entertaining, and you're picking up a lot of wihtout wihtout And not
boring to listen again and again. With worksheets, it's a great course in itself. A great podcast for beginners. This website uses cookies to improve your experience as you navigate the website. From these cookies, the cookies categorized as necessary are stored in your browser, as they are essential for the functioning of the basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies to help us analyze and understand this website. These cookies are only stored in your browser with your consent. You can also unsubscribe from these cookies. But disabling some of these cookies can affect your browsing experience. HomeQ&amp;ANotes in Spanish
WorksheetsI heard the grades in Spanish audio lessons. They, along with the videos, offer excellent listening practice. Did someone buy one of the worksheet packs in SpanishDict? I wonder if they are worth it. They are expensive. Thank you, Rob 10760 viewsupdated June 22, 2017posted by Rob_TPAI bought the Notes in Spanish Gold
1 after listening to the notes in Spanish for free and intermediate podcasts. I learned so much from the outdoors that I knew I would like the gold, and I do. ! Les recomiendo! updated Jun 22, 2017posted by carcarAre you ready to share the gold transcripts ? - Taiyeb2682, June 22, 2017I listen to the podcasts regularly, but I've never
bought a worksheet. updated jun 22, 2017posted by Alicia-53Have you bought it ? Are you ready to share ? - Taiyeb2682, June 22, 2017 (opinion only) it helps you master what you want to learn, it's worth it! Updated Jul 4, 2011posted by SilviaHasn't anyone in SpanishDict land bought the worksheets? updated Jun 22, 2017posted by
Rob_TPAAre you are ready to share mate ? - Taiyeb2682, Jun 22, 2017 Jun 25, 2008NIS Beginners 024 - Ir de TapasBen and Marina look at words and phrases associated with eating, ordering and dealing with waiters in Spanish bars and restaruants, as well as a derivative of the best Spanish tapas. Watch notesinspanish.com to
comment and pick up the worksheet. Forero Join Date: Aug 2009 Location: Madrid Posts: 6 It was only on the main shop page. I thought because it had Free Advanced Audio then the link to get the worksheet that there was also a free worksheet... although I could have swear that I remember hearing somewhere that there were sample
worksheets on the website. Last edited by Ben; September 3, 2009 at 7:50 AM. Reason: Clarified prize was with bday bonus page 2 11 September 2008, 18:49 #1 Califorero Join Date: Aug 2008 Location: California Posts: 65 Big News, More Cool Spanish I appreciate that you, Ben and Marina, are in this for the Run. I will miss the
advanced podcasts, but personally I need to keep my brain tuned to listen to Castellano, and the intermediate podcasts are almost as good in this regard... Marina's pace is a little slower and her pronunciation a little more in the inter-podcasts (as they should be), but the topics and the conversations are just as interesting. I have no
objection to getting my vocabulary and grammar lessons from the newsletters... these things seem to sink better into the visual format anyway. We have lined up some big projects for the end of 2008/early 2009 that they will love. Come on... give us a hint. 11 October 2009, 15:44 #3 Forero Senior Join Date: Nov 2006 Location: England
Posts: 60 I am so lost... What happened to the advanced podcasts and what was the new amazing stuff that came out late last year/early this year that Ben keeps mentioning? :S 11th October 2009, 19:48 pm #4 Hero Forero Join Date: Mar 2006 Posts: 4,419 Hi Natalia, Now after this announcement we released Real Spanish Control and
later the Crisis Collection, but the main advanced podcasts have been stopped and we do not plan to add this exact series. However, we are at work, albeit slowly due to the exhaustion of the parents, on new advanced materials and i hope to be in contact with news about it next month. Stay tuned on the newsletter!
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ We have finally managed to start notesinspanish.com, which means a whole series of changes! All notes in Spanish podcasts will be here from now on. We have our own shop
where we will sell all worksheets. We no longer use Lulu.com for the worksheets. We had to slightly increase the price of the worksheets to cover the cost of payPas percentage and location costs. The new cost is USD 1.85 (just under 1 British Pound). Next week we will start Notes in Spanish Intermediate on the same page. We really
hope that you like the new website, of course NFS will continue here as always. Any feedback on the new website that stores worksheets and anything else that comes to mind would be really welcome! Que Nervios! Look at it notesinspanish.com. There's also a new Advanced Podcast - Trapicheos! All notes in Spanish podcasts and
worksheets can now be found in their new home, Notes in Spanish.com Come and Have a Look! All notes in Spanish podcasts and worksheets can now be found in their new home, Notes in Spanish.com Come and Have a Look! All notes in Spanish podcasts and worksheets can now be found in their new home, Notes in Spanish.com
Come and Have a Look! [Download MP3] Due to popular demand... Marina and Ben bring you a note from Spain podcast in Spanish. For all non-Spanish speakers there don't worry, we will be back in English next time (in about ten days when we're back on holiday...) View Note: Learn Spanish live from a bar terrace in the Sierra de
Madrid... and techniques for learning Spanish... English and Spanish speak as language learners These early family dinners Os ha gustado en espaol? Español? Español?
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